Trace the contours of the shapes 1, 2 (x2), and 3 (x2) on cardboard, using the provided stencils or based on the following dimensions.

Cut off the five pieces using a knife.

The slots on shape 1 and 3 should fit the thickness of the cardboard.

The red lines are folds, see instructions next page.
Create the **folds** (red line) by making a slight cut on one side of the cardboard as shown here. Follow the instructions for each piece.
4 Prepare the glue.
Mix 2 measures of glue for one measure of water and stir well.

5 Using a brush if available - a piece of cardboard can also be used - spread the glue in a thin, uniform layer on the whole surface of the cardboard pieces.

Then apply the foil straight away as shown in step 6

Make sure that you glue on the right side of each piece, “inside” the fold - as shown here:
Apply large strips of foil on the glued cardboard straight away - proceed one piece at the time, i.e. don’t “pre-glue” all the pieces as the glue dries fast.

When applying the foil over an edge or corner leave some loose foil around the cardboard.

When the whole piece is covered with foil, turn it upside down and glue the foil edges to the back.

Make sure that the shiny side of the foil is up.

The foil should be glued over the slots on shapes 1 and 3.

Using a knife, cut the foil over the slots.

The slots can be strengthened using reflective tape.
Using reflective tape, put the foiled pieces together as shown below.
Put the two main parts together as shown here.